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(Easy Adult Piano). 9 songs arranged to be easy-to-play on electronic keyboards. Titles include: All I
Ask of You * Angel of Music * Masquerade * The Music of the Night * The Phantom of the Opera *
The Point of No Return * Prima Donna * Think of Me * Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again.
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This is a wonderful book for adults or kids that love Phantom and are fairly new at piano. Anyone
that has been playing 6-12 months could play this. What we love best about it is that it's easy
enough for a beginner to play, but does not keep you in a position. This will get you out of the early
C and G position arrangments and allow you to grow some without being too difficult. If you have
been playing 18 months - 2 years I would recommend the Easy Piano version instead of this Easy
Adult Piano because although it is "easy" it is still a good bit harder than this book. This is nice to
play when you want to get away from the average beginner pieces. We love our copy!

A lot of people were complaining on how easy it was, yes it is pretty simple but ya know what, if
you're such a piano whiz then you should in theory be able to impromptu. I started playing piano,
just teaching myself, within the past couple years so this book is great for me. It isn't the annoying
little kid level 1 piano book with "Go Tell Aunt Rhode" and "Jingle Bells" but rather beautiful classics
that I can actually play :)

My 13 year old son can read the treble cleff really well, but struggles with the notes on the bass
cleff. With this book it tells you what the letters are in the bass cleft and now he WANTS to play
because he is not frustrated.

This book is mislabeled. It is not comparable to other books labeled "easy piano." Rather, this book
is a "big note" or "easy instant piano" where the notes are labeled, the rhythm is a simplifed one
note. I had borrowed the "easy piano" for Phantom from my local library. I thought I was ordering the
same thing. I am vey disappointed. This book is not challenging. I am not an accomplished pianist,
have never been so, but lately started playing again after many years. I have found most "easy
piano" books to be at my level. This book is far below it and too simple to enjoy.

Purchased for my daughter who is 8. The music was not too hard for her, size of notes is easy to
read. Only negative is that note letter is marked on each note so you don't have to try hard to read
the music. However, the music is well written and sounds great

You would think that the "Easy Adult Piano" version of this sheet music would fall somewhere
between the "Easy Piano" version and the "Intermediate" version. Right? WRONG!After comparing
the first song in the book, "Think of me", to the "Easy Piano" version through "look inside" I can
definitely tell that this is WAY WAY EASIER.Plus it seems to be made for people with poor
eye-sight.So, if you're in your 70s and off to your very first piano lesson, this book might be for you.
Otherwise, DON'T BOTHER!

I really love the Phantom of the Opera music and this easy adult piano book was wonderful to use. It
felt so good to be able to play my favorite songs.

Great, simple and easy to learn piano book. It is great for beginners. The words to the songs are
also printed.
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